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SPRENT200- 
Pair of 13' Tall Entry 
Guards- Skeletons

(Shown)

Pair of 
13’ Tall 
Entry 

Guards

13’ Tall Skeleton Entry Guards- 
A pair of 13” Tall characters, 
holding lanterns pan their 

heads left/right as they interact 
with dialogue synched to their 
jaw functions as each of their 
arms pans left/right holding 

giant candle lit lanterns.  When 
triggered the characters greet 

your patrons and open the 
large Red Velvet Curtain 
concealing the Entry way 

between them.

13’ Tall Super
Resurrector

13’ Tall character is folded down hidden in (optional) 
large Cofn/Crate/Tomb, when activated character stands 
straight up out of box to its full 13’ height.  Options 
include adding Jaw movement for speech, head pan, torso 
turn and independent arm movements.

SPRRES210- 
13' Tall Super  
Resurrector- 

Skeleton
(Shown)

Designed to talk 
and interact 
with your 
guests to 

provide the 
house rules and 
to be used as a 
pacing tool to 
release guests 

into your 
attraction at 
the desired 
interval.

Choose your character:
1. Skeleton
2. Zombie
3. GhoulGhost
4. SkeleDemon
5. Reaper
6. Clown
7. ScarCrow
8. Trolloc



ElderDragon’s Head travels roaring forward/back 
7’6”on ground based track system, includes jaw 
movement synchronized to audio, head lift, head 
pan, character out/back.

GD13- 
ElderDragon 
Head on Track

(Shown)

13' Tall Super 
Greeter/Menacer

ElderDragon Head on Track

ZMB100- Super 
Spectre- SoulSeeker

(Shown)

ZMB101- 
Super 

Spectre- 
SkeleDemon

(Shown)

Giant 
Articulating 

Electric Super 
Spectre

Animated imposing/iconic 13’ Tall character is 
designed to greet/entertact/harass your guests, 
featuring synchronized jaw movement for 
speech, head pan, head tilt, multiple arm 
movements, torso rotation.

SPRGRE226- 13' Tall 
Greeter/Menacer- 

ScareCrow
(Shown)

Character
Options:
1. Skeleton
2. Zombie
3. GhoulGhost
4. SkeleDemon
5. Reaper
6. Clown
7. ScareCrow
8. Trolloc

Incredible, scale, artistry 
and elegance, makes our 
new Giant Specters 
economical statement 
pieces that articulate 
with undulating arm and  
head movements that are 
all electrical, so just plug 
them in and away they 
go.  Their stands 
telescope to be height 
adjustable between 8’-12’ 

7’6”

7’6”



STARTFINISH

Giant Hover/Extender: propels a fully 
animated giant character towards your guests 
that allows the character to sweep in an arc 
and pan left/right as it travels a distance of 
over 10’ towards your audience, on a 2-part 
ground supported boom that functions much 
like a human arm with rotations at the booms 
shoulder and a second at the booms elbow.

  

Hover/Extender/Flyer

GHEF300- Giant 
Hover/Extender 

Flying SoulSeeker
(Shown)

Giant Hover/Extender/Flyer: 
is achieved by adding another 
lift mechanism to the nal 
boom attached to the 
character which ies the 
character up to a height of 15’ 
as it pans left/right and moves 
forward back.

Giant Hover/Extender Walker: is achieved by 
adding leg movements to your character

Characters feature synchronized 
talking Jaw function, head pan, 
tilt and independent reaching 

arm movements.  

GHEF301- Giant 
Hover/Extender 
Flying Pumpkin 

Creature
(Shown)

GHE107- Giant 
Hover/Extender 
Trolloc/Ghost

(Shown)

Character Options:
1. Skeleton
2. Zombie
3. GhoulGhost
4. SkeleDemon
5. Reaper
6. Clown
7. ScarCrow
8. Trolloc
9. Flying Soul Seeker Ghost
10. Flying SkeleDemon Ghost
11. Flying Pumpkin Creature
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6’6”
Jump Up

13’ Tall Super Jump Up

9’ character is down in a squatting 
position and when activated jumps 
up to full height while twisting it’s 
torso and waving its arms.

9’ Jump Up

6’6” character is down 
in a squatting position 
and when activated 
jumps up to full height 
while twisting it’s torso 
and waving its arms.

6’6” Jump Up
6’6” character is down in a 
squatting position and when 
activated jumps up to full 
height while twisting it’s 
torso and waving its arms.

Choose character:
1. Skeleton
2. Zombie
3. WereWolf
4. SoulSeeker

CHR108-
9” Jump Up-
WereWolf
(Shown)

CHR100-
6’6” Jump Up-

Skeleton
(Shown)

CHR101-
6’6” Jump Up-

Zombie
(Shown)

SPRJMP236-
13’ Tall Super Jump Up- 

ScareCrow
(Shown)

13’ character is down in a
  squatting position and 
when activated jumps up
   to full height while 
  twisting it’s torso and 
waving its arms, Thrashing 
     its arm, includes jaw
        function for speech.

Character Options:
1. Skeleton
2. Zombie
3. GhoulGhost
4. SkeleDemon
5. Reaper
6. Clown
7. ScarCrow
8. Trolloc
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